We developed a web-based cloud-hosted system that allow users to archive, listen, visualize, and annotate recordings. The system also provides tools to convert these annotations into datasets that can be used to train a computer to detect the presence or absence of a species. The algorithm used by the system was selected after comparing the accuracy and efficiency of three variants of a template-based classification. The algorithm We developed a web-based cloud-hosted system that allow users to archive, listen, visualize, and annotate recordings. The system also provides tools to convert these annotations into datasets that can be used to train a computer to detect the presence or absence of a species. The algorithm used by the system was selected after comparing the accuracy and efficiency of three variants of a template-based classification. The algorithm computes a similarity vector by comparing a template of a species call with time increments across the spectrogram. Statistical features are extracted from this vector and used as input for a Random Forest classifier that predicts presence or absence of the species in the recording. The fastest algorithm variant had the highest average accuracy and specificity; therefore, it was implemented in the ARBIMON web-based system.
INTRODUCTION
Machine (Fagerlund, 2007; Acevedo et al., 2009) , tree-based classifiers (Adams et al., 2010; Henderson 45 and Hildebrand, 2011) and Template based classification (Anderson et al., 1996; Mellinger and Clark, 46 2000), but most of these algorithms are built for a specific species and there was no infrastructure provided 47 for the user to create models for other species.
48
The main objective of this study was to compare the performance (e.g. efficiency and accuracy) of 49 three variants of a template-based classification algorithm and incorporate the best into the ARBIMON II 50 bioacoustic platform.
51

MATERIALS AND METHODS
52
Passive acoustic data acquisition 53 We gathered recordings from five locations, four in Puerto Rico and one in Peru. Some of the record-54 ings were acquired using the Automated Remote Biodiversity Monitoring Network (ARBIMON) data 55 acquisition system described in Aide et al. (2013) while others were acquired using the newest version of 56 ARBIMON permanent recording station, which uses an Android cell phone and transmits the recorded 57 data through a cellular network. All recordings have a sampling rate of 44.1kHz, a sampling depth of 58 16-bit and an approximate duration of 60 seconds (±.5s)
59
The locations in Puerto Rico were the Sabana Seca permanent station in Toa Baja, the Casa la Selva Figure 2) . In all the locations, the recorders were programmed to record 1 minute of audio every 63 10 minutes. The complete dataset has more than 100,000 1-minute recordings. We randomly chose 362 64 recordings from Puerto Rico and 547 recordings from Peru for comparing the three algorithm variants. We used the ARBIMON II web application interface to annotate the presence or absence of 21 species 66 in all the recordings. Regions in the recording where a species emits a sound were also marked using 67 the web interface. Each region of interest (ROI) is a rectangle delimited by starting time, ending time, 68 lowest frequency and highest frequency along with a species id and sound type. The species included in 69 the analysis are listed in Table 1 , along with the number of total recordings and the number of recordings 70 where the species is present or absent.
71
Algorithm
72
The algorithm recognition process is divided into three phases: 1) Template Computation, 2) Model
73
Training and 3) Classification (see Figure 3) . In Template computation all ROIs submitted by the user 74 in the training set are aggregated into a template. In Model Training the template is used to compute The three phases of the algorithm to create the species-specific models. In the Model Training phase Rec i is a recording, V i is the vector generated by the recognition function on Rec i and in the Classification phase V is the the vector generated by the recognition function on the incoming recording.
In the following sections the Template Computation process will be explained, then the process of 80 using the Template to extract features from a recording is presented and finally, the procedures to use the 81 features to train the model and to classify recordings are discussed.
82
Template Computation
83
The template refers to the combination of all ROIs in the training data. To create a template we first start 84 with the examples of the specific call of interest (i.e. ROIs) that were annotated from a set of recordings 85 for a given species and a specific call type (e.g. common, alarm examples to produce a template of a specific song type of a single species.
89
Specifically, for each recording that has an annotated ROI, a spectrogram matrix (SM) is computed using the Short Time Fourier Transform with a frame size of 1024 samples, 512 samples of overlap and a Hanning analysis window, thus the matrices have 512 rows. For a recording with a sampling rate of 44,100 Hz, the matrix bin bandwidth is approximately 43.06 Hz. The SM is arranged so that the row of index 0 represents the lowest frequency and the row with index 511 represents the highest frequency of the spectrum. Properly stated the columns c 1 to c 2 and the rows from r 1 to r 2 of SM were extracted, where:
The rows and columns that represent the ROI in the recording (between frequencies f 1 and f 2 and between 90 times t 1 and t 2 ) are extracted. The submatrix of SM that contains only the area bounded by the ROI is 91 define as SM ROI and refer in the manuscript as the ROI matrix.
92
Since the ROI matrices can vary in size, to compute the aggregation from the ROI matrices we have 93 to take into account the difference in the number of rows and columns of the matrices. All recordings 94 have the same sampling rate, 44100Hz. Thus the rows from different SMs, computed with the same 95 parameters, will represent the same frequencies, i.e. rows with same indexes represent the same frequency.
96
After the ROI matrix, SM ROI , has been extracted from SM, the rows of SM ROI will also represent specific 97 frequencies. Thus, if we were to perform an element-wise matrix sum between two ROI matrices with 98 potentially different number of rows, we should only sum rows that represent the same frequency.
99
To take into account the difference in the number of columns of the ROI matrices, we use the Frobenius 100 norm to optimized the aligment of the smaller ROI matrices and perform element-wise sums between 101 rows that represent the same frequency. We present that algorithm in the following section and a flow 102 chart of the process in Figure 4 . an element-wise addition of the matrices and put the result in T temp .
118
ii. Add one to all the elements of the W matrix where the previous addition participated. ii. Define (SM max ) I as the set of all submatrices of SM max with the same dimensions as
where NORM is the Frobenius norm defined as:
where a i, j are the elements of matrix A. an element-wise addition of the matrices and put the result in T temp .
130
vi. Add one to all the elements of the W matrix where the previous addition participated.
131
7. Define the matrix T template as the element-wise division between the T temp matrix and the W matrix.
132
The resulting T template matrix summarizes the information available in the ROI matrices submitted by 133 the user and it will be used to extract information from the audio recordings that are to be analyzed. In 134 this article each species T template was created using five ROIs.
135
In Figure 5a a training set for the Eleutherodactylus coqui is presented and in Figure 5b the resulting 136 template can be seen. This tool is very useful because the user can see immediately the effect of adding or 137 subtracting a specific sample to the training set.
138
Model Training
139
The goal of this phase is to train a random forest model. The input to train the random forest are a series 
143
In the following section we present the details of the algorithm that processes a recording to create the 144 recognition function vector and in Figure 6 , we present a flowchart of the process. 4. Define step, the step factor by which T template will progresed over the SPEC matrix. 
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Recognition Function
166
We used three variations of a pattern match procedure to define the similarity measure vector V . First, the Structural Similarity Index described in Wang et al. (2004) and implemented in van der Walt et al. (2014) as compare_ssim with the default window size of seven unless the generated pattern is smaller. It will be referred in the rest of the manuscript as the SSIM variant. For the SSIM variant we define meas i as:
where SPEC i is the submatrix of SPEC that spans the columns from i × step to i × step + c template and the same number of rows as T template and V = [meas 1 , meas 2 , meas 3 , · · · , meas n ] with n = c SPEC − c template step
Second, the dynamic thresholding method (threshold_adaptive) described in Wang et al. (2004) with a block size of 127 and an arithmetic mean filter is used over both T template and SPEC i before multiplying them and applying the Frobenius norm and normalized by the norm of a matrix with same dimensions as T template and all elements equal to one. Therefore, meas i for the NORM variant is defined as:
where again SPEC i is the submatrix of SPEC that spans the columns from i × step to i × step + c template , FN is the Frobenius norm, DTM is the dynamic thresholding method, U is a matrix with same dimensions as T template with all elements equal to one and . * performs an element-wise multiplication of the matrices. Again, V = [meas 1 , meas 2 , meas 3 , · · · , meas n ] with n = c SPEC − c template step
Finally, for the CORR variation we first apply the OpenCV's matchTemplate procedure (Bradski, 2000) with the Normalized Correlation Coefficient option to SPEC i , the submatrix of SPEC that spans the columns from i × step to i × step + c template . However, for this variant, SPEC i includes two additions rows above and below, thus it is slightly larger than the T template . With these we can define:
where SPEC j,i is the submatrix of SPEC i that starts at row j (note that there are 5 such SPEC j,i matrices).
167
Now, we select 5 points at random from all the points above the 98.5 percentile of meas j,i and apply the Structural Similarity Index to the neighborhoods of the 5 selected points. Each neighborhood is 266% of the length of T template , 133% before and 133% after. Then, lets define FilterSPEC as the matrix that contains these 5 neighborhoods and FilterSPEC i as the submatrix of FilterSPEC that spans the columns from i to i + c template then, the similarity measure for this variant is define as:
and the resulting vector V = [meas 1 , meas 2 , meas 3 , · · · , meas n ] but this time with n = 5 × 2.66 × c template + 1 .
It is important to note that no matter which variant is used to calculate the similarity measures, the 168 result will always be a vector of measurements V . The idea is that the statistical properties of these After calculating V for many recording we can train a random forest model. First, we need a set of 175 validated recordings with the specific species vocalization present in some recordings and absent in others.
176
Then for each recording we compute a vector V i as described in the previous section and extract the 177 statistical features presented in Table 2 . These statistical features represent the dataset used to train the 178 random forest model, which will be used to classify recordings for presence or absence of a species call 179 event. These 12 features along with the species presence information are used as input to a random forest 180 classifier with a 1000 trees.
181
Recording Classification
182
Now that we have a trained model to classify a recording, we have to compute the statistical features from 183 the similarity vector V of the selected recording. This is performed in the same way as it was described in 184 the previous section. These features are then used as the input dataset to the previously trained random 185 forest classifier and a label indicating presence or absence of the species in the recording is given as 186 output.
187
The Experiment
188
To decide which of the three variants was to be selected, we performed the algorithm explained in the previous section with each of the similarity measures. We computed 10-fold validations on each of the variants to obtained measurements of the performance of the algorithm. In each validation 90% of the data is used as training and 10% of the data is used as validation data. Each algorithm variant used the same 10-fold validation partition for each species. The measures calculated were accuracy or correct classification rate (Ac), negative predictive value (N pv), precision or positive predictive value (Pr), sensitivity, recall or true positive rate (Se) and specificity or true negative rate (Sp) where they are defined as follows:
and Sp = t n t n + f p with t p the number of true positives (number of times both the expert and the algorithm agree that the 189 species is present), t n the number of true negatives (number of times both the expert and the algorithm 190 agree that the species is not present), f p the number of false positives (number of times the algorithm 191 states that the species is present while the expert states is absent) and f n the number of false negatives
192
(number of times the algorithm states that the species is not present while the expert states it is present). 
211
RESULTS
212
The five measurements (accuracy, negative predictive value, precision, sensitivity and specificity) com-213 puted to compared the model across the three variants varied greatly among the 21 species. The lowest 214 scores were among bird species while most of the highest scores came from amphibian species. Table 3 215 presents a summary of the results of the measurements comparing the three variants of the algorithm (for 216 a detail presentation see Table 6 in Appendix 1). The NORM variant did not achieve a best value in any 217 of the measures summarized in Table 3 while the CORR variant had a greater number of species with 218 80% or greater for all the measures and an overall median accuracy of 81%. We considered these two 219 facts fundamental for a generic non-species specific system.
220
The local species ANOVA suggested that there are significant accuracy differences at the 95% Moreover, the mean execution time of the SSIM variant increased as the number of pixels in the 241 T template matrix increases (Figure 9b ). There was no statistically significant relationship between the 242 T template pixel size and the execution time for the other two variants (Table 4) .
243
In summary, variants SSIM and CORR outperform the NORM variant in most of the statistical 244 measures computed having statistically significant high accuracy for three species each. However, the 245 CORR variant has much lower mean execution times than the SSIM variant (Table 3) . Furthermore, the 246 mean execution time of CORR variant did not increase with increasing size of the T template (Table 4) .
247
DISCUSSION
248
The algorithm used by the ARBIMON system was selected by comparing three variants of a template- for all the cases. However, although this variant appears to perform better in terms of false positives, in 267 terms of false negatives performs worst than the CORR variant. This is interesting because the CORR 268 variant is a "lite version" of the SSIM variant. We started looking to achieve comparable performances in 269 terms of detection effectiveness with a much better performance in terms of execution time. The idea 270 was to run the SSIM function over a selected number of elements to maintain reasonable execution times.
271
This is what we achieve with the pattern matching phase, a function that by itself did not provided good 272 results but one that as a ranker provided enough information for the SSIM to decide on the presence or 273 absence of a species. It will seem that for some species this filtering also helps in obtaining less false 274 negatives than in the SSIM variant.
275
CONCLUSIONS
276
Now that passive autonomous acoustic recorders are readily available the amount of data is growing 277 exponentially. For example, one permanent station recording 1 minute of every 10 minutes every day 278 of the year generates 52,560 one minute recordings. Multiply that by the need to monitor thousands of 279 locations across the planet and one can understand the magnitude of the task in hand.
280
We have shown how the algorithm used in the ARBIMON II web-based cloud-hosted system was 281 selected. The ease of managing of this system as well as the options to create playlists based on many 282 different parameters including user-created tags, allow users to analize large quantities of recordings
283
(see Table 5 ). Therefore, a generic non-species specific system for detecting presence or absence of a of recordings of which 723,054 are distinct recordings. Notice that that is 41.33% of the total recordings.
287
As a society, it is fundamental that we study the effects of climate change and deforestation on the 288 fauna and we have to do it with the best possible tools. We are collecting a lot of data, but until recently Number of users in the system 453 Number of recordings in the system 1,749,551 Number of models created by users 659 Total number of classified recordings 3,780,552 Number of distinct classified recordings 723,054 Average times a recording is classified 5.22 Standard deviation of the number of times a recording is classified 7.78 Maximum number of times a recordings has been classified 58 Table 5 . Summary of the usage of the ARBIMON2 system and its model creation feature.
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syllables from continuous recordings. The Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, 100:1209- Table 6 . Accuracy (Ac), negative predictive value (Npv), precision (Pr), sensitivity (Se) and specificity (Sp) of the 21 species and three variants of the algorithm. Best values are shaded and the cases where the ANOVA suggested a significant difference between the algorithm variants at the 95% confidence level are in bold .
In this Appendix we present the templates created by the training sets of each species. We classified them 367 by the algorithm that presented a better accuracy for that species.
368
Templates of species that presented a better accuracy for the SSIM variant. 
